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Nonlocal gravity models are constructed to explain the current acceleration of the universe. These
models are inspired by the infrared correction appearing in Einstein Hilbert action. Here we develop
the Hamiltonian formalism of a nonlocal model by considering only terms to quadratic order in Ricci
tensor and Ricci scalar. We also show how to count degree of freedom using Hamiltonian formalism
in this model.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is certain that universe has entered into an accelerated phase of expansion recently. The simplest theoretical
explanation of accelerated expansion is provided by introducing a cosmological constant in the Einstein-Hilbert action.
However, the addition of such a constant creates a fine tuning problem in the theory[1]. Another way to solve this
problem by the presence of nonlocal terms(without introducing cosmological constant) which appear in the Einstein
action by taking ultraviolet(UV) and infrared(IR) corrections into account. From cosmological model building point
of view non-local gravity models have attained various achievements such as (1) it can be employed to study the
cosmology in both IR and UV region, (2) it has a well behaved cosmological perturbation theory and (3) the resulting
cosmology fits well with most of the cosmological data.
An effective IR corrected Nonlocal gravity model was first developed by Wetterich[2] where correction terms like
R−1R appeared in Einstein Hilbert action. It is found that it doesn’t give rise to correct background cosmological
evolution. After a decade Deser and Woodard [3] (Nonlocal Cosmology) introduces a non local model of the form
Rf( 1

R) along with Einstein Hibert action. One can describe a correct background cosmological evolution with a
certain form of f(R

). Other works in this direction can be found in ref.[4–9].
It is well known that higher derivative theories of gravity contain ghost in their spectrum. Ghost appears in their
classical and quantum version. This can be deduced from studying graviton propagator in these theories. There are
two ways to study the occurrence of ghost in these theories. First way to study the Lagrangian of the system under
study and second way to write the Hamiltonian of the system. From the Hamiltonian point of view we look for two
points, i.e, first it’s boundedness from below and second is the appearance of Ostrogradsky instability[10] due to the
presence finite number of derivatives higher than two. It is also shown that higher derivative theory of gravity can be
renormalizable but only at the cost of unitarity[11, 12]. Whereas Ostrogradski instability is not an issue for certain
UV corrected non-local models containing infinite number of derivatives as it avoids the issue of ghosts and recovers
general relativity (GR) at low energies [13–15]. As GR is a theory of space time diffeomorphism invariant that the
action can contain all possible diffeomorphism invariant term admitting higher derivatives or infinite derivatives of
Ricci scalar, Ricci tensor and Weyl tensor.
For a general discussion of the Hamiltonian formalism for the constraint system, refer to [16–20]. For UV corrected
nonlocal models, such a formalism has been carried out in detail for a nonlocal Lagrangian containing infinite higher
derivative terms of Ricci scalar, Ricci tensor and Weyl tensor [21–25]. In this paper we carry out a Hamiltonian
formulation for a toy model with inverse Laplacian operators acting on Ricci scalar and Ricci tensors. We perform a
general Hamiltonian formalism in the equivalent scalar tensor form of our theory. We use ADM formalism to separate
out spatial and time derivative terms in Lagrangian. Primary and secondary constraints are found and from their
Poisson brackets, we obtain the first and second class constraint. This, in turn, helps us to count the number of degree
of freedom. Such a formulation for a model only with Ricci scalars has been studied in [26]..
This paper is organized as the following way, the action and its equivalent scalar tensor action is defined in section
2. In section 3, we review ADM formalism[27, 28]. Then we convert our scalar tensor action in ADM variable. In
section 4, we perform Hamiltonian formalism for a general action where we calculate all the constraints and count
the degree of freedom. In section 5, we study the general action for some cases. Finally, we summarise our results in
section 6.
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2II. QUADRATIC NON-LOCAL GRAVITY
Let us start with constructing a generalized non-local action consisting of invariants of Ricci scalars, Ricci tensors
and Riemann Tensors. The action can be written as[29–31],
S =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
M2pR+RF1()R+RµνF2()Rµν +RµνρσF3()Rµνρσ
]
, (1)
where
Fi =
∞∑
n=1
fi−n
−n, i = {1, 2, 3} (2)
and fi−n is the mass scale associated with non-local corrections. We take M
2
p = 1 for our paper. 
−1 is the inverse
of a d’ Alembertian operator. Our notations is similar to that of ref.[32].
Now we divide action (1) in four parts: S0, S1, S2, S3 which are,
S0 =
∫
d4x
√−gR, (3)
S1 =
∫
d4x
√−gRF1()R, (4)
S2 =
∫
d4x
√−gRµνF2()Rµν , (5)
S3 =
∫
d4x
√−gRµνρσF3()Rµνρσ . (6)
Further, if we take n=0 then action (1) reduces to quadratic gravity action containing terms upto second order in
curvature. For other positive values of n, nonlocality plays a major role. In next section we write an equivalent action
for this nonlocal action.
A. Equivalent Scalar tensor Action
In order to express action (1) in terms of an equivalent action, we wish to translate non-local action to scalar tensor
one by defining the auxiliary scalar and tensor fields. Now we write the equivalent scalar tensor form of S0, S1, S2.
1. Equivalent Action of S0
For deriving equivalent scalar-tensor form of actions (3), we replace R by Q via a Lagrange multiplier C and rewrite
the action in the following form,
S
eqv
0
=
∫
d4x
√−g
[
Q+ C(R −Q)
]
. (7)
By varying action with respect to auxiliary field C, we obtain R = Q. Thus it is easy to check that eq.(7) is equivalent
to eq.(3).
2. Equivalent Action of S1
To convert action (4) into its equivalent scalar tensor form first we put F1() =
∑∞
n=0 f1−n
−n, so we get
S1 =
∫
d4x
√−gR
∞∑
n=0
f1−n
−nR. (8)
3Now we replace R by Q via Lagrange multiplier so we get,
S
eqv
1
=
∫
d4x
√−g
[
Q
∞∑
n=1
f1−n
1
n
Q+ C(R −Q)
]
, (9)
By introducing two different set of auxiliary fields Bn and An, where (n = 1, 2, 3....∞) such that 1Q = A1 =⇒ A1 =
Q via Lagrange multiplier B1 and
1

A1 = A2 =⇒ A2 = A1 via Lagrange multiplier B2 so on... 1An−1 = An =⇒
An = An−1 via Lagrange multiplier Bn. Thus, we can rewrite the action eq.(9), as
S
eqv
1 =
∫ √−g
[
Q
(
f1−0Q+
∞∑
n=1
f1−nAn
)
+ C
(
R−Q
)
+B1(A1 −Q) +
∞∑
L=2
BL(AL −AL−1)
]
. (10)
After rearranging the above action we get,
S
eqv
1
=
∫ √−g
[
Q
(
f1−0Q+
∞∑
n=1
f1−nAn
)
+ C
(
R−Q
)
−B1Q−
∞∑
L=2
BLAL−1 +
∞∑
L=1
BLAL
]
. (11)
3. Equivalant Action of S2
Similarly for action (5) after substituting F1() =
∑∞
n=0 f2−n
−n, we obtain,
S2 =
∫
d4x
√−gRµν
∞∑
n=0
f2−n
−nRµν . (12)
We replace Rµν by Qµν by imposing a constraint via a Lagrangian multiplier Cµν , so we get an equivalent action,
S
eqv
2
=
∫
d4x
√−g
[ ∞∑
n=1
f2−nQµν
1
n
Qµν + Cµν(R
µν −Qµν)
]
. (13)
Again we replace 1

Qµν by Aµν imposing a constraint Aµν −Qµν via Lagrange multiplier Bµν , in next step Aµν2 −
Aµν , via B2µν , and so on, finally the equivalent action becomes,
S
eqv
2
=
∫
d4x
√−g
[
Qµν(f2−0Q
µν +
∞∑
n=1
f2−nA
µν
n ) + Cµν(R
µν −Qµν)−
B1µνQ
µν −
∞∑
L=2
BLµνA
µν
L−1 +
∞∑
L=1
BLµνA
µν
L
]
. (14)
III. ADM FORMALISM
In order to formulate the Hamiltonian analysis of the above theory first we review basics of 3 + 1 ADM formalism
here. Suppose that (M,gµν) is four dimensional manifold, can be foliated by family of space like surface (Σt). In this
formalism the 4-dimensional metric can be written in terms of induced metric hµν on the 3-dimensional surface and
normal vector nµ. gµν is related to induced metric hµν by
gµν = hµν − nµnν , (15)
where nµ is the time like future directed vector normal to three dimensional spacelike surface, whose norm is, nµn
µ =
−1
Any symmetric second rank tensor Tµν in 3+1 notation can be decompose as,
Tµν = δ
σ
µδ
ρ
νTσρ = h
σ
µh
ρ
νTσρ − nµnσhρνTσρ − hσµnνnρTσρ + nµnσnνnρTσρ (16)
= T˜µν − nµTν − nνTµ + nµnντ (17)
4where T˜µν = h
σ
µh
ρ
νTσρ is purely spatial part, Tµ = nσhρνT is one normal projection and τ = nσnρTσρ is two normal
projection of tensor Tµν .
The line element in ADM formalism is,
ds2 = −N2dt2 + hij(dxi +N idt)(dxj +N jdt) (18)
Here N i is shift vector and N is the lapse function, defined in terms of metric as,
N =
1√
−g00 , N
i = − g
0i√
g00
. (19)
In terms of metric variable, we have
g00 = −N2 + hijN iN j , g0i = Ni, gij = hij ,
g00 =
1
N2
, g0i =
N i
N2
, gij = hij − N
iN j
N2
. (20)
In coordinate basis,
n0 = −N, ni = 0, n0 = 1
N
, ni =
N i
N
.
Now we can express the projection relations for the curvature tensors in terms of ADM variables. Ricci scalar takes
the form
R = R+K2 − 3KijKij + 2hijLnKij − 2
N
DiDiN. (21)
Similarly Ricci tensor takes the form
⊥Rij = Rij +KijK − 2KikKkj + LnKij −
1
N
DiDjN, (22)
⊥Rin = DkKki −DiK, (23)
⊥Rnn = KijK
ij − hijLnKij + 1
N
DiDiN, (24)
where ⊥Rij purely spatial, ⊥Rin one normal and ⊥Rnn two normal projection of Ricci tensor, and Di is 3-dimensional
covariant derivative and Kij is Extrinsic curvature tensor and LnKij it’s Lie derivative.
A. ADM Decomposition of Action
In this section we decompose actions (7), (11) and (14) into ADM variables. We have already shown decomposed
form of the curvature tensor in terms of ADM variables in previous section.
1. ADM Decomposition of S0 and S1
We combine Seqv
0
and Seqv
1
as both contain Ricci scalar term in a single action
S
eqv
01
= Seqv
0
+ Seqv
1
; (25)
next we analyse the decomposition of each term on Seqv
1
and Seqv
2
.
• Decomposition of C(R −Q):
R contain second order derivative of metric. However this second derivative of metric can be eliminated by
performing integration by parts, so using eq.(21),∫
d4xN
√
hC(R −Q) =
∫
d4xN
√
h
[
C(R+K2 − 2KijKij + 2hijLnKij − 2
N
DiDiN −Q)
]
. (26)
After simplification,∫
d4xN
√
hC(R −Q) =
∫
d4xN
√
h
[
C(KijK
ij −K2 +R−Q)− 2K∇nC
]
. (27)
5• Decomposition of ∑∞L=1BLAL becomes:
∫
d4xN
√
h
∞∑
L=1
BLAL =
∫
d4xN
√
h
∞∑
L=1
∇ρB∇ρAL, (28)
After some mathematical calculation, we get,∫
d3xN
√
h
[
hij
∞∑
L=1
DiBLDjAL −
∞∑
L=1
∇nBL∇nAL
]
. (29)
By using eq.(27) and eq.(29), we obtain the final form of action (25),
S
eqv
01
=
∫
d3xN
√
h
[
Q+Q
(
f1−0Q +
∞∑
n=1
f1−nAn
)
+ C
(
KijK
ij −K2 +R−Q
)
−2K∇nC −
∞∑
L=2
BLAL−1 −B1Q+ hij
∞∑
L=1
DiBLDjAL −
∞∑
L=1
∇nBL∇nAL
]
(30)
2. ADM Decomposition of S2
Similarly here while writing the actions eq.(14) in 3+1 formalism, we need to decompose all the symmetric sec-
ond rank tensors(Rµν , Qµν , Aµν , Bµν , Cµν) into components that are tangent and normal to the hypersurfaces using
projection relations is provided in eq.(17).
• Decomposition of f1−0QµνQµν :
f2−0QµνQ
µν = f2−0(Q˜ijQ˜
ij − 2QiQi + θ2), (31)
where
Q˜ij = h
µ
i h
ν
jQµν , Qi = hµi nνQµν , θ = nµnνQµν .
Q˜ij is purely spatial part and Qi and θ are one normal, two normal part of Qµν respectively.
• Decomposition of ∑∞L=1 f2−nAµνn Qµν :
∞∑
n=1
f2−nA
µν
n Qµν =
∞∑
n=1
f2−n
(
Q˜ijA˜
ij
n − 2QiAin + θΛn
)
, (32)
where,
A˜ijn = h
i
µh
j
νA
µν
n , Ain = hiµnνAµνn , Λn = nµnνAµνn .
A˜ijn ,Ain and Λn are spatial, one normal and two normal decomposition of Aµνn respectively.
• Decomposition of B1µνQµν :
B1µνQ
µν =
(
B˜1ijQ˜
ij − 2B1iQi +Ψ1θ
)
. (33)
• Decomposition of ∑∞L=2BLµνAµνL−1 is,
∞∑
L=2
BLµνA
µν
L−1 =
∞∑
L=2
(B˜LijA˜
ij
L−1 − 2BLiAiL−1 +ΨLΛL−1), (34)
where,
B˜Lij = h
µ
i h
ν
jBLµν , BLi = hµi nνALµν , ΨL = nµnνBLµν .
6• Decomposition of Cµν(Rµν −Qµν):
Here note that Rµν contain second order derivative of metric. However this second derivative of metric can be
eliminated by performing integration by parts. The part of the action we are interested in here, is
SH =
∫
d4x
√−gCµν(Rµν −Qµν), (35)
The 3+1 decomposition of Cµν(Qµν −Rµν) is given by,
Cµν(Rµν −Qµν) = C˜ij(⊥Rij − Q˜ij)− 2Ci(⊥Rin −Qi) + Ω(⊥Rnn − θ), (36)
where
C˜ij = hiµh
j
νC
µν , Ci = hiµnνCµν , Ω = nµnνCµν .
Then by using eq.(24), SH takes the form
SH =
∫
d4xN
√
h[Cij(Rij +KijK − 2KisKsj + LnKij −
1
N
DiDjN − Q˜ij)
−2Ci(DsKsi −DiK −Qi) + Ω(KstKst − hstLnKst +
1
N
DsD
sN − θ)]. (37)
After eliminating the higher derivative term we can write the action (SH) as, (see appendix A for details)
SH =
∫
d4xN
√
h[Cij(Rij − Q˜ij)− 2Ci(DsKsi −DiK −Qi)
+Ω(−KstKst +K2 − θ)− (∇nCij)Kij + (∇nΩ)K], (38)
• Decomposition of ∑∞L=1BLµνAµνL :
In this case by integrating by parts, action reduces to
SH1 =
∫
d4x
√−g
∞∑
L=1
BLµνA
µν
L =
∫
d4x
√−g
∞∑
L=1
∇ρBLµν∇ρAµνL . (39)
The full analysis of decomposition of term ∇ρBLµν is given in the appendix B. The final decomposed expression
of ∇ρBLµν is,
∇ρBLµν = DρB˜Lµν −KρµBLν − BLµKρν − nρ
[
∇nB˜Lµν − aµBLν − aνBLµ
]
−
nµ
[
DρBLν −ΨKρν
]
− nν
[
DρBLµ −ΨKρµ
]
− nµnρ
(
aν −∇nBLν
)
−nνnρ
(
aµ −∇nBLν
)
+ nµnν∇ρΨ. (40)
A similar expression can be obtained for ∇ρAµνL . Hence the action SH1 becomes,
SH1 =
∫
d4x
√−g
[ ∞∑
L=1
(DρB˜Lµν −KρµBLν − BLµKρν)(DρA˜µνL −KρµAνL −AµLKρν) +
(∇nB˜Lµν + aµBLν + aνBLµ)(∇nA˜µνL + aµAνL + aνAµL) + 4
(
DρBLν −ΨKρν
)
(
DρAνL − ΛKρν
)
− 4
(
aν −∇nBLν
)(
aν −∇nAνL
)
+DρΨLD
ρΛL −∇nΨL∇nΛL
]
. (41)
7The complete decomposed form of action Seqv
2
becomes,
S
eqv
2
=
∫
d4xN
√
h
[
f2−0
(
Q˜ijQ˜
ij − 2QiQi + θ2
)
+
∞∑
n=1
f2−n
(
Q˜ijA˜
ij
n − 2QiAin +
θΛn
)
+ Cij
(
Rij − Q˜ij
)
− 2Ci
(
DsK
s
i −DiK −Qi
)
+Ω
(
−KstKst +K2 − θ
)
−(∇nCij)Kij + (∇nΩ)K + B˜1ijQ˜ij − 2B1iQi +Ψ1θ +
∞∑
L=2
(
B˜lijA˜
ij
L−1 − 2BilAiL−1
+ΨLΛL−1
)
+
∞∑
L=1
{
(DkB˜Lij −KkiBLj − BLiKkj)(DkA˜ijL −KkiAjL −AiLKkj) +
(∇nB˜Lij + aiBLj + ajBLi)(∇nA˜ijL + aiAjL + ajAiL) + 4
(
DkBLj − ΨKkj
)(
DkAjL
−ΛKkj
)
− 4
(
aj −∇nBLj
)(
aj −∇nAjL
)
+DkΨLD
kΛL −∇nΨL∇nΛL
}]
(42)
Note that the above action is a function of (hij , N,N
i, Q˜ij ,Qi, θ, A˜ij ,Ai,Λ, B˜ij ,Bi,Ψ, Cij , Ci,Ω) and their time and
space derivatives.
IV. HAMITONIAN ANALYSIS
A. Hamitonian for S01
Having expressed S01 in terms of (hij , N,N
i, Q, C,AL, BL) and their space and time derivatives, we are now ready
to carry out the Hamiltonian analysis of this action. Here we introduce canonical conjugate momenta corresponding
to each variable. Canonical momenta with respect to set (N,N i, hij , Q, C,AL, BL) are
ΠN ≈ 0, Πi ≈ 0, Πij =
√
hC(Kij − hijK)−
√
hhij∇nC,
PQ ≈ 0, PC = −2
√
hK, PAL = −
√
h
∞∑
L=1
∇nBL, PBL = −
√
h
∞∑
L=1
∇nAL.
Here we used the ≈ sign for showing the primary constraint and they valid only on constraint surface Γ. Hence the
primary constraints are summarised as,
ΠN ≈ 0,Πi ≈ 0, PQ ≈ 0.
It can be observed that the Lagrangian density L does not contain the time derivative of N,N i and Q. Hence they
are no longer dynamical variables. Hamiltonian density is given by,
H = Πij h˙ij + pCC˙ +
∞∑
L=1
(pBLB˙L + p
ALA˙L)− L. (43)
By splitting H along N and Ni direction, we obtain,
H = NHN +N iHi, (44)
with
HN = 1√
hC
ΠijhikhjlΠ
kl − 1
3
√
hC
Π2 − 1
3
√
h
ΠPC +
1
6
√
h
CP 2C −
√
hCR+
√
hCQ
−
√
hQ
(
1 + f1−0Q+
∞∑
L=1
f1−nAn
)
+
√
h
∞∑
L=2
AL−1BL +
√
hB1Q
−
∞∑
L=1
PALPBL√
h
−
√
hhij
∞∑
L=1
(
DiBLDjAL
)
,
(45)
8and
Hi = −2hikDjΠkj +
∞∑
L=1
(
PALDiAL + PBLDiBL
)
+ PCDiC. (46)
Now the Hamiltonian density is given by,
Htot = NHN +N iHi + λiΠi + λNΠN + λQPQ, (47)
where λi, λN are Lagrange multipliers. and total Hamiltonian becomes,
Htotal =
∫
d3x
(
NHN +N iHi + λiΠi + λNΠN + λQPQ
)
, (48)
1. Classification of Constraints
Here we classify the constraints according to their nature. Our primary constraints are ΠN ≈ 0,Πi ≈ 0, PQ ≈ 0.
Next the secondary constraints are determined by: HN ≈ 0, Hi ≈ 0, On the constraint space Γ, the time evolutions
of HN and Hi vanishes weakly as
H˙N = {HN , Htot} ≈ 0, (49)
and
H˙i = {Hi, Htot} ≈ 0. (50)
These condition turn fix the Lagrange multipliers λi, λNand there will be no tertiary constraints. Now we have
identified the primary and secondary constraints. Then we categorise them into first and second-class constraints.
We evaluate Poisson bracket between primary constraint with total Hamiltonian.
GQ = ∂tPQ = {PQ,Htot} = N
√
h
{
− C + (1 + 2f1−0Q+
∞∑
n=1
f1−nAn)−B1
}
. (51)
Then time evolution of GQ become,
G˙Q = {GQ,Htot} = N
[
N
3
(Π− CPC) +N
∞∑
n=1
f1−nPBn + PA1 + (52)
√
hN i
{ ∞∑
L=1
f1−LDiAL + f1−1DiB1
}
+
√
hf1−0λ
Q
]
.
From the equation of motion for BL, we derive
A1 = Q; AL = AL−1 = 
LQ, (53)
for L ≥ 2. Therefore we conclude that the BL(L ≥ 2) are Lagrange multipliers and further we obtain other primary
constraints which are
Z1 = A1 −Q = 0, (54)
ZL = AL −AL−1 = 0. (55)
Moreover A1 − Q ≈ 0 and AL − AL−1 ≈ 0 are primary constraints since the Poisson brackets of these quantities
with total Hamiltonian vanish weakly by using their equation of motion. Whereas PQ is a second class constraint
since,
{PQ, GQ} =
√
hQ 6= 0. (56)
All other Poisson brackets are obtained as,
{ΠN ,Πi} = {ΠN ,ΠN} = {ΠN ,HN} = {ΠN ,Hi} ≈ 0,
{Πi,Πi} = {Πi,HN} = {Πi,Hi} ≈ 0,
{PQ, PQ} = {PQ,ΠN} = {PQ,Πi} ≈ 0. (57)
In summary, we have four first class constraints (ΠN ,Πi,HN ,Hi) and two second class constraints PQ and GQ.
92. Degrees of Freedom
We use the general formula to count the number of the physical degrees of freedom,
N =
1
2
(2A−B − 2C), (58)
Where,
A = number of phase space variables,
B = number of second-class constraints,
C = number of first-class constraints.
For our nonlocal model, we have
A =
{
(hij ,Πij), (N,ΠN ), N
i,Πi, (Q,PQ), (C,PC), (BL, PBL)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∞
}
, (59)
where L runs from 1 to ∞. This amounts to
2A = 2× (6 + 1 + 3 + 1 + 1 +∞
= 24 +∞ (60)
This is expected as we have infinite number of derivative terms in the action.
B. Hamiltonian Analysis of S2
In this section, we focus on the Hamiltonian analysis for the action S2 in eq.(42). First we write canonical momenta
of each of variable appearing in the action as
Πij
Q˜
=
∂L
∂
˙˜
Qij
≈ 0, Πi
Q˜
=
∂L
∂Q˙i
≈ 0, Πθ = ∂L
∂θ˙
≈ 0
Πij
A˜L
=
∂L
∂
˙˜
ALij
=
√
h(∇nB˜ijL + aiBjL + ajBLi), ΠN ≈ 0, Πi ≈ 0,
ΠiAL =
∂L
∂A˙Li
= 4
√
h(aj −∇nBjL), ΠΛL =
∂L
∂Λ˙L
= −
√
h∇nΨL,
ΠijC =
∂L
∂C˙ij
= −
√
hKij , ΠiC =
∂L
∂C˙i
= 0, ΠΩ =
∂L
∂Ω˙
=
√
hK,
Πij
B˜L
=
∂L
∂
˙˜
Bij
=
√
h(∇nA˜ijL + aiAjL + ajAiL),
ΠiBL =
∂L
∂B˙Li
= 4
√
h(aj −∇nAjL), ΠΨL =
∂L
∂Ψ˙L
= −
√
h∇nΛL,
Πijh =
∂L
∂h˙ij
=
√
h
[
Ω(Khij −Kij)− 1
2
(∇nCij − hij∇nΩ) +
∞∑
L=1
[
2KijALkBkL + 2KikAjLBLk
−hisDsA˜kjL Bk − hisDsB˜kjL Ak − 2DiAjLΨL + 2ΛLKijΨL − 2DiBjLΛL + 4ΨLKijΛL
]
, (61)
where (≈) is weak equality, used for identification of primary constraint. From the above expressions we conclude that
Πij
Q˜
,Πi
Q˜
,Πθ,Π
i
C are primary constraints. The primary constraints vanish only on constraint space but not everywhere.
Hamiltonian density is given by,
H = Πij h˙ij +
∞∑
L=1
[
Πij
A˜L
˙˜
ALij +Π
ij
B˜L
˙˜
BLij +Π
i
AL
A˙Li +ΠiBL B˙Li
+ΠΛn Λ˙L +ΠΨΨ˙L
]
+Πij
C˜
C˙ij +ΠΩΩ˙− L,
(62)
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Using the relations eq.(61), we can write Hamiltonian density (H) as,
H = NHN +NkHk, (63)
where HN and Hk are given as follows
HN =
√
h
{
− f0(Q˜ijQ˜ij + 2QiQi − θ2)−
∞∑
n=1
f2−n
(
Q˜ijA˜
ij
n − 2QiAin + θΛn
)
− Cij
(
Rij − Q˜ij
)
− Ω(Π2Ω − hsphtpΠpqC˜ Π
st
C˜
− θ) + B˜1ijQ˜ij − 2B1iQi +Ψ1θ +
∞∑
L=2
(
BLijA
ij
L−1 − 2BLiAiL−1 + ΛL−1ΨL
)}
+
Πijh√
hΩ
(hkihljΠ
kl
C + hijΠΩ) + Π
ij
A˜L
{ 1√
h
hkihljΠ
kl
B˜L
− aiALj − ajALi
}
+Πij
B˜L
{ 1√
h
hkihljΠ
kl
A˜L
− aiBLj − ajBLi
}
− Π
i
AL
4
{ 1√
h
hkiΠ
k
BL
− ai
}
− Π
i
BL
4
{ 1√
h
hkiΠ
k
AL
− ai
}
+ 2
1√
h
ΠΨLΠΛL−
∞∑
L=1
[√
h
{
DsB˜Lij + 1√
h
hskhilΠ
kl
CBLj +
1√
h
hskhjlΠ
kl
CBLi
}{
DsA˜ijL +
1√
h
ΠsiCAjL +
1√
h
AiLΠsjC
}
+
1√
h
hkihljΠ
kl
BL
ΠijAL + 4
√
h
{
DsBLj + 1√
h
ΨhskhjlΠ
kl
C
}{
DsAjL +
1√
h
ΛΠsjC
}
− 1
4
√
h
ΠiALhikΠ
k
BL
−
√
hDsΨLDsΛL + 1√
h
ΠΨLΠΛL
]
,
(64)
and
Hk =
[
Πij
A˜L
DkB˜Lij +ΠijB˜LDkA˜Lij −
1
4
DkBLiΠiAL −
1
4
DkALiΠiBL +ΠΨDkΨL
+ΠΛDkΛL +ΠCijDkCij −ΠΩDkΩ
]
.
(65)
Then the total Hamiltonian density is given by
Htot = NHN +NkHk + λNΠN + λiΠi + λQ˜ijΠij + λQiΠiQi + λθΠθ + λCiΠCi , (66)
where λN , λi, λQ˜ij , λQi, λθ and λCi are the Lagrange multipliers associated with primary constraints and total Hamil-
tonian is
H =
∫
d3x(NHn +NkHk + λNΠN + λiΠi + λQ˜ijΠij + λQiΠiQi + λθΠθ + λCiΠCi ) (67)
1. Classification of Constraint
In previous section we found conjugate momenta corresponding to their canonical variable. Now we need to check
the consistency of primary constraints.
Π˙N = {ΠN ,Htot} = HN , Π˙i = {Πi,Htot} = Hi, (68)
are Hamiltonian field equations and enforce they are zero at the constraint surface soHN ≈ 0,Hi ≈ 0, where HN as the
Hamiltonian constraint, and Hi as diffeomorphism constraint. They fulfil the criteria that of secondary constraints.
We define Gij
Q˜
corresponding Q˜ij as,
G
ij
Q˜
= Π˙ij Q˜ = {ΠijQ˜,Htot} = N
√
h
{
2f2−0Q
ij +
∞∑
n=1
(f2−nA˜
ij
n )− C˜ij − B˜ij
}
≈ 0, (69)
which acts as a secondary constraint corresponding to primary constraint Q˜ij ≈ 0 and further
{Πij
Q˜
, G
ij
Q˜
} 6= 0, (70)
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implies that Πij
Q˜
, G
ij
Q˜
are second class constraints.
However the evolution of constraint Gij
Q˜
is
G˙ijQ˜ = {GijQ˜,Htot} ≈ 0, (71)
which in turn implies,
= N
√
h
[
N
{
− 2
√
hΠijC −
Πijh√
hΩ
+
4√
h
ΠkiC (AjBk +AkBj) + 2BkDjAik + 2AkDjBik
+4DiAj(Ψ + Λ) + 2√
h
ΨΛΠijC +
∞∑
L=1
(
1√
h
Πij
B˜L
− aiA˜jL − ajA˜iL)−
1√
h
Πij
A˜1
+ aiB˜j
1
(72)
+ajA˜i1
}
+Nk
{
−DkC˜ij +DkB˜ij −DkA˜ij
}
+ f2−0λ
ij
Q˜
]
≈ 0.
By this constraint we determine the Lagrange multiplier. Similarly for observable Qi, we have,
GiQ = Π˙
i
Q = {ΠiQ,Htot} = N
√
h
{
− 4f2−0Qi −
∞∑
n=1
(f2−nAin) + 2Bi
}
≈ 0, (73)
and
{Πi
Q˜
, GiQ} 6= 0. (74)
These relations indicate that Πi
Q˜
and GiQ are second class constraints. The evolution of G
i
Q becomes,
G˙iQ = {GiQ,Htot} = N
√
h
[
N
{√
hf2−n(
1√
h
ΠiBL − ai)−
1
2
(
1√
h
ΠiA1 − ai)
}
+Nk
{
DkB˜iL −
1
2
DkA˜i1
}
+ 4f2−0λQi
]
≈ 0. (75)
Similar expressions can be developed for observables θ and corresponding second class constraints. The second class
constraints Πθ and Gθ satisfy,
Gθ = {Πθ,Htot} = N
√
h
{
− Ω−Ψ1 + 2f2−0θ −
∞∑
n=1
f2−nΛn
}
≈ 0, (76)
and
{Πθ, Gθ} 6= 0, (77)
indicate that Πθ and Gθ are second class constraints. The evolution of Gθ is determined to be,
G˙θ = {Gθ,Htot} = N
√
h
[
N
{ 2√
h
ΩΠΩ − hijΠ
ij
Ω
− Πλ1√
h
+
∞∑
n=1
f2−n
ΠΨn√
h
}
+ (78)
Nk
{
DkΨ1 −DkΩ +DkΛL
}
+ 2f2−0λθ
]
≈ 0. (79)
The last constraint is determined for observable Ci. It is given by
GiC = Π˙
i
C = {ΠiC ,Htot} ≈ 0, (80)
and
{ΠiC , GiC} = 0, (81)
indicate that ΠCi and G
i
C are first class constraints. and it’s evolution becomes
G˙iC = {GiC ,Htot} ≈ 0. (82)
Now we analyse the structure and nature of constraints for different cases.
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V. CALCULATION FOR DIFFERENT VALUE OF n
A. Calculation for n=0 in S01
As a first case by taking n=0 in eq. (4), we notice that all the f1−n , AL and BL not appear in the action eq. (4)
except f1−0 ,
S
eqv
01
=
∫
d3xN
√
h
[
Q+ f1−0Q
2 + C
(
KijK
ij −K2 +R−Q
)
− 2K∇nC
]
. (83)
In this case the canonical momenta satisfy,
ΠN ≈ 0, Πi ≈ 0, Πij =
√
hB(Kij − hijK)−
√
hhij∇nB,
PQ ≈ 0, PC = −2
√
hK. (84)
Hence the primary constraints are summarised as,
ΠN ≈ 0, Πi ≈ 0, PQ ≈ 0.
Now the Hamiltonian density for n = 0 case,
H = NHN +N iHi, (85)
with
HN = 1√
hC
ΠijhikhjlΠ
kl − 1
3
√
hC
Π2 − 1
3
√
h
ΠPC +
1
6
√
h
CP 2C −
√
hCR
+
√
hCQ−
√
hQ(1 + f1−0Q),
(86)
and
Hi = −2hikDjΠkl + PC∂iC. (87)
The total Hamiltonian with primary constraints becomes,
Htotal =
∫
d3x
(
NHN +N iHi + λiΠi + λNΠN + λQPQ
)
. (88)
Secondary constraints HN ≈ 0, Hi ≈ 0. We are interested to find Poisson bracket between primary constraint PQ
and total Hamiltonian so,
GQ = ∂tPQ = {PQ,Htot} = N
√
h
{
− C + 1 + 2f1−0Q
}
. (89)
Then time evolution of GQ become
G˙Q = {GQ,Htot} = N
(
N
3
(Π− CPC) +
√
hf0λ
Q
)
, (90)
PQ and GQ are second class constraint since
{PQ, GQ} =
√
hQ 6= 0. (91)
We use the general formula to count the number of the physical degrees of freedom,
N =
1
2
(2A−B − 2C),
In this case,
A =
{
(hij ,Πij), (N,ΠN ), N
i,Πi, (C,PC), (Q,PQ)
}
,
C =
{
ΠN ,HN ,Πi,Hi
}
,
B =
{
PQ, GQ
}
, (92)
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Where,
2A = 2× (6 + 1 + 3 + 1 + 1) = 24
2C = 2× (1 + 1 + 3 + 3) = 16
B = 2
so we obtain,
N =
1
2
(24− 2− 16) = 3 (93)
The calculation we perform in this section is similar for action of the form,
S =
∫
d3xN
√
h(R+R2) (94)
The degree of freedom for this is 3, so we verified our result.
B. Calculation for n=1 in S01
We repeat here the same analysis as we perform in previous subsection for n = 1. In Eq.(4) in this case all An, Bn
and f1−n become zero except A1, B1 and f1−1 we write it as A1, B1 and f1, so the action reduced to,
S
eqv
01
=
∫
d3xN
√
h
[
Q+Qf1A1 + C
(
KijK
ij −K2 +R−Q
)
−2K∇nC −B1Q+ hijDiB1DjA1 −∇nB1∇nA1
]
. (95)
We read off canonical momenta as,
ΠN ≈ 0, Πi ≈ 0, Πij =
√
hC(Kij − hijK)−
√
hhij∇nC,
PQ ≈ 0, PC = −2
√
hK, PA1 =
√
h∇nB1, PB1 =
√
h∇nA1.
Hence the primary constraints are summarised as
ΠN ≈ 0,Πi ≈ 0, PQ ≈ 0.
Now the Hamiltonian density become,
H = NHN +N iHi, (96)
with
HN = 1√
hC
ΠijhikhjlΠ
kl − 1
3
√
hC
Π2 − 1
3
√
h
ΠPC +
1
6
√
h
CP 2C −
√
hCR
+
√
hCQ−
(√
hQ+Qf1A1
)
+
√
hB1Q
− PA1PB1√
h
−
√
hhijDiB1DjA1
)
,
(97)
and
HN = −2hikDjΠkl + PA1DiA1 + PB1DiB1 + PCDiC. (98)
The total Hamiltonian with primary constraints becomes,
Htot =
∫
d3x
(
NHN +N iHi + λiΠi + λNΠN + λQPQ
)
, (99)
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the secondary constraints are: HN ≈ 0,Hi ≈ 0. Now again we check the Poisson bracket of PQ with total Hamiltonian,
GQ = ∂tPQ = {PQ,Htot} = N
√
h
{
− C + (1 + f1A1)−B1
}
. (100)
Then time evolution of GQ become
G˙Q = {GQ,Htot} = N
[
N
3
(Π− CPC) +Nf1PB1 + PA1
+
√
hN i
{ ∞∑
L=1
(∂iA1)f1 + (∂iBL)fL
}
+
√
hf0λ
Q
]
≈ 0. (101)
Whereas PQ is a first class constraint since
{PQ, GQ} = 0. (102)
From the equation of motion for BL, we derive
A1 = Q, (103)
we obtain other primary constraints which are
Z1 = A1 −Q = 0. (104)
Moreover A1 −Q ≈ 0 are primary constraints since the Poisson brackets of these quantities with total Hamiltonian
vanish weakly by use their equation of motion.
In this case,
A =
{
(hij ,Πij), (N,ΠN ), N
i,Πi, (C,PC), (Q,PQ), (B1, PB1), (A1, PA1)
}
,
C =
{
ΠN ,HN ,Πi,Hi, PQ, GQ, Z1
}
(105)
Where,
2A = 2× (6 + 1 + 3 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1) = 28
2C = 2× (1 + 1 + 3 + 31 + 1 + 1) = 22
B = 0
(106)
so we obtain,
N = 3 (107)
C. Calculation for n=1 in S2
In this section we develop the previous calculation for Seqv
2
for n=1[33]. In this case all Aijn , B
ij
n and f2−n become
zero except Aij
1
, Bij
1
and f2−1 we denote it as A
ij , Bij and f2 then,
S
eqv
2
=
∫
d4x
√−g
[
Qµνf2A
µν + Iµν(R
µν −Qµν)−BµνQµν +BµνAµν
]
. (108)
Now the action in 3+1 formalism is,
S
eqv
2
=
∫
d4xN
√
h
[
f2
(
Q˜ijA˜
ij − 2QiAi + θΛ
)
+ Cij
(
Rij − Q˜ij
)
+Ω
(
−KstKst +K2 − θ
)
−
Kij∇nCij +K∇nΩ + B˜ijQ˜ij − 2BiQi +Ψθ +
{
(DkB˜ij −KkiBj − BiKkj)(DkA˜ij −
KkiAj −AiKkj) + (∇nB˜ij + aiBj + ajBi)(∇nA˜ij + aiAj + ajAi) + 4
(
DkBj −ΨKkj
)
(
DkAj − ΛKkj
)
− 4
(
aj −∇nBj
)(
aj −∇nAj
)
+DkΨD
kΛ−∇nΨ∇nΛ
}]
. (109)
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The primary constraints are,
Πij
Q˜
≈ 0,Πi
Q˜
≈ 0,Πθ ≈ 0,ΠiC ≈ 0, N ≈ 0, N i ≈ 0.
Now the Hamiltonian density becomes,
H = NHN +N iHi, (110)
with
HN =
√
h
{
− f2
(
Q˜ijA˜
ij − 2QiAi + θΛ
)
− C˜ij
(
Rij −Qij
)
− Ω(Π2Ω − hsphtpΠpqC˜ Π
st
C˜
− θ)+
B˜ijQ˜
ij − 2BiQi +Ψθ
}
+
Πijh√
hΩ
(hkihljΠ
kl
C˜
+ hijΠΩ) + Π
ij
A˜
{ 1√
h
hkihljΠ
kl
B˜
− aiAj − ajAi
}
+Πij
B˜
{ 1√
h
hkihljΠ
kl
A˜
− aiBj − ajBi
}
− Π
i
A
4
{ 1√
h
hkiΠ
k
B − ai
}
− Π
i
B
4
{ 1√
h
hkiΠ
k
A − ai
}
+ 2
1√
h
ΠΨΠΛ +
[{
DsB˜ij + 1√
h
hskhilΠ
kl
C˜
B˜j
+
1√
h
hskhjlΠ
kl
C˜
B˜i
}{
DsA˜ij + 1√
h
Πsi
C˜
Aj + 1√
h
AiΠsj
C˜
}
+
1√
h
hkihljΠ
kl
B˜
Πij
A˜
+ 4
√
h
{
DsBj + 1√
h
ΨhskhjlΠ
kl
C˜
}{
DsAj + 1√
h
ΛΠsj
C˜
}
− 1
4
√
h
Πi
A˜
hikΠ
k
B˜
−
√
hDsΨDsΛ + 1√
h
ΠΨΠΛ
]
, (111)
and
Hk =
[
Πij
A˜
DkB˜ij +ΠijB˜DkA˜ij −
1
4
DkB˜iΠiA˜ −
1
4
DkA˜iΠiB˜ +ΠΨDkΨ+ΠΛDkΛ
+ΠC˜ijDkC˜ij −ΠΩDkΩ
]
.
(112)
From the Poisson brackets,
G
ij
Q˜
= Π˙ij Q˜ = {ΠijQ˜,Htot} = N
√
h
{
f2A˜
ij − ˜˜Cij − B˜ij
}
≈ 0, (113)
and
{Πij
Q˜
, G
ij
Q˜
} = 0, (114)
suggest that Πij
Q˜
, G
ij
Q˜
are first class constraint.
From the condition,
G˙ijQ˜ = {GijQ˜,Htot} ≈ 0, (115)
= N
√
h
[
N
{
− 2
√
hΠij
C˜
− Π
ij
h√
hΩ
+
4√
h
Πki
C˜
(AjBk +AkBj) + 2BkDjAik + 2AkDjBik
+4DiAj(Ψ + Λ) + 2√
h
ΨΛΠij
C˜
+
1√
h
Πij
B˜
− aiA˜j − ajA˜i)− 1√
h
Πij
A˜
+ aiB˜j (116)
+ajA˜i
}
+Nk
{
−Dk ˜˜Cij +DkB˜ij −DkA˜ij
}
+ f2−0λ
ij
Q˜
]
≈ 0.
we can find the value of Lagrange multiplier λQ˜ij . Again from the condition,
GiQ = Π˙
i
Q = {ΠiQ,Htot} = N
√
h
{
− f2Ai + 2Bi
}
≈ 0, (117)
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and
{Πi
Q˜
, GiQ} = 0, (118)
we obtain Πi
Q˜
and GiQ as first class constraint. Similarly from the relation,
G˙iQ = {GiQ,Htot} = N
√
h
[
N
{√
hf2(
1√
h
ΠiB − ai)−
1
2
(
1√
h
ΠiA − ai)
}
+Nk
{
DkB˜i − 1
2
DkA˜i
}
+ 4f2−0λQi
]
≈ 0. (119)
we can find the value of Lagrange multiplier λQi . For canonical variable θ, we have
Gθ = {Πθ,Htot} = N
√
h
{
− Ω−Ψ− f2Λ
}
≈ 0, (120)
and
{Πθ, Gθ} = 0, (121)
Πθ and Gθ are first class constraint. By the relation,
G˙θ = {Gθ,Htot} = N
√
h
[
N
{ 2√
h
ΩΠΩ − hijΠ
ij
Ω
− Πλ√
h
+ f2
ΠΨ√
h
}
+Nk
{
DkΨ−DkΩ+DkΛ
}
+ 2f2λθ
]
≈ 0 (122)
we can find the value of Lagrange multiplier λθ.
For canonical varible Ci
GiC = Π˙
i
C = {ΠiC ,Htot} ≈ 0 (123)
G˙iC = {GiC ,Htot} ≈ 0 (124)
From the equations of motion of Bµν , we obtain another primary constraint as,
Zµν = Qµν −Aµν ≈ 0. (125)
After identifying all the primary and secondary constraint and further dividing it first and second class constraint.
We now count the number of physical degree of freedom for S2. We have 44 first class constraint out of 50 total
variable. Now from
N =
1
2
(2A−B − 2C),
In this case,
A = 50, B = 0 C = 44
like the previous analysis for action S01 for n = 0 and n = 1, in this case we get six physical degree of freedom.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented Hamiltonian formalism of a class of nonlocal theory generally known as quadratic
non local theory, in which action ( eq.1) contain inverse d’Alembertian operators acting on curvature term. and it
is characterized by a function F(), in our case its form is 1
n
, In order to simply our calculation, first we split
action into four parts as S0 ( eq.2), S1 ( eq.3), S2 ( eq.4) and S4 ( eq.5). Our present work is focussed on action S0,
S1(together we call S01) and S2.
After expressing nonlocal action in the form of equivalent scalar tensor action we construct Hamiltonian for both
cases (S01 and S2). The Hamiltonian is linear in shift (N) and lapse (N
i), enabling us to identify all constraints
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associated with the canonical variable. Here we have calculating all the Poisson bracket of canonical variables and
using Poisson algebra we classify into the first and second class constraint. There is infinite number of variable appear
in for S01 and S2 so we get infinite number of degree of freedoms(dof’s). The constraint we have found here is
consistent with the theory.
Next we perform Hamiltonian analysis for n = 0 in S01, where action contain R +R
2 term as Lagrangian density.
In this case, we obtain 8 first-class constraints and 2 second class constraints out of 24 total phase space variable,
which amounts to 3 dof’s
Again we perform the similar calculation for n=1 in S01, we obtain R +R
1

R as Lagrangian density, here we get 11
first class constraint and no second class constraint out of 28 total phase space variable, which in turns gives rise to
3 dof’s.
As a final case we calculate the dof’s for Rµν
1

Rµν by putting n = 1 in S2. Here we get 22 first class constraint
and no second class constraint out of 50 phase space variable. This case having more complex tensor calculation due
to the tensor nature of constraints. We calculate all the Poisson bracket necessary for classifying the constraints and
finding the dof’s. In this case, we have 6 dof’s
This analysis can be generalized to find the number of degree of freedom for a more complicated form of our nonlocal
action with Ricci scalar and Ricci tensor. The detailed analysis of the nature of the physical degree of freedom will
be reported elsewhere.
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APPENDIX: A
In this appendix, we write a simplified expression for higher derivative terms obtain in eq.(37), the first higher
derivative term is,
LH1 =
∫
d4xN
√
hCijLnKij . (126)
Now, the covariant form of LnKij ,
LnKij = n
a∇aKij +Kaj∇ina +Kai∇jna (127)
By using eq.127
LH1 =
∫
d4xN
√
hCij
(
na∇aKij +Kaj∇ina +Kai∇jna
)
(128)
where,
Kij = ∇inj + niaj
K = ∇ini
After further simplification, we get, where, we have used the relation njC
ij = 0 which gives us,
LH1 =
∫
d4xN
√
h[−KijKCij − na(∇aCij)Kij + 2KaiKajCij ] (129)
We perform a similar calculation for LH2
LH2 =
∫
d4xN
√
h[−hstLnKst]Ω. (130)
The covariant form of hstLnKst,
hstLnKst = n
a∇aK + 2Kst∇snt (131)
By using eq.131 and further simplification, it reduces to,
LH2 =
∫
d4xN
√
h[−ΩK2 − (∇aΩ)naK + 2KstKtsΩ] (132)
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APPENDIX: B
We derive the expression for first covariant derivative of Bµν by using 3+1 decomposition,first we splitBµν ,
BLµν = B˜Lµν − nµBLν − nνBLµ + nµnνΨ (133)
Now, covariant derivative of Bµν is,
∇ρBLµν = ∇ρ(B˜Lµν − nµBLν − nνBLµ + nµnνΨ) (134)
Expanding all the terms, it becomes
∇ρBLµν = ∇ρB˜Lµν −∇ρnµBLν −∇ρBLνnµ −∇ρnνBLµ −∇ρBLµnν + nµΨ∇ρnν
+ nνΨ∇ρnµ + nµnν∇ρΨ (135)
Further use ∇ρnµ = Kρµ − nρaµ and split ∇µ = hρµDρ − nµ∇n, and after rearranging, it takes the form,
∇ρBLµν = DρB˜Lµν −KρµBLν − BLµKρν − nρ
[
∇nB˜Lµν − aµBLν − aνBLµ
]
− nµ
[
DρBLν −ΨKρν
]
− nν
[
DρBLµ −ΨKρµ
]
− nµnρ
(
aν −∇nBLν
)
− nνnρ
(
aµ −∇nBLν
)
+ nµnν∇ρΨ (136)
APPENDIX: C
Here we provide all the first derivative of all conjugate coordinates of S2.
h˙ij =
N√
hΩ
(hkihljΠ
kl
C + hijΠΩ) (137)
˙˜
BLij =
[
N
{ 1√
h
(hkihljΠ
kl
A˜L
− aiBLj − ajBLi
}
+NkDkB˜Lij
]
(138)
˙˜
ALij =
[
N
{ 1√
h
(hkihljΠ
kl
B˜L
− aiALj − ajALi
}
+NkDkA˜Lij
]
(139)
˙˜
BLi =
[
N
4
{ 1√
h
(hkiΠ
k
AL
− ai
}
+NkDkBLi
]
(140)
˙˜
ALi =
[
N
4
{ 1√
h
(hkiΠ
k
BL
− ai
}
+NkDkALi
]
(141)
Ψ˙ =
N√
h
ΠΛL +N
kDkΨL (142)
Λ˙ =
N√
h
ΠΨL +N
kDkΛL (143)
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